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Palestinian youth lead global
solidarity for social justice
MAHMOOD SANGLAY
MUNA el Kurd visited South
Africa from October 15 to
27 and participated in a
programme focused on youth
and their responsibility to
address social justice issues.
This was the second trip of
the 23-year-old to South Africa,
and the seventh country she
has visited. Muna and her twin
brother, Mohammed, have made

the Time Magazine list of 100
most influential people in 2021.
However, according to one
of the organisers of the Cape
Town leg of the tour, Arshad
Samodien, in Muna’s estimation,
the more worthy accolade is that
South Africans rank as the leading
nation supporting the liberation
of Palestine. Palestinian activists
who visit South Africa routinely
make this observation.
Muslim Views did not get an

exclusive opportunity to interview
Muna. However, we had an
opportunity to speak to a fellow
Palestinian, Abdallah Grifat, who
organised the tour. Grifat now
lives and works in South Africa
but met Muna two years ago
when she first visited South Africa
with a delegation of youth in
Johannesburg.
Muna’s activism started in
2009 when, as an eleven-yearold, she woke up one morning

to literally find a settler sitting
in their home in Sheikh Jarrah.
Since 1972, Israeli settlers have
sought means to confiscate the
homes of Palestinians in various
neighbourhoods.
However, the solidarity shown
by neighbours and discussions
that followed, shaped the views
and inspired the iconic resistance
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As part of her South African tour, in which she engaged South African youth on social justice issues, Muna el Kurd (left) took a brief tour of Salt River, on October 23.
There she viewed murals featuring the Palestinian struggle for freedom from Israeli occupation, and anti-apartheid activists. Muna is pictured with Nadia Agherdine, the
Salt River Heritage Society’s official tour guide, who accompanied her on the Salt River tour. 			
Photo: ANWAR OMAR
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Complex
problems
in complex
times
SEEMINGLY clear-cut
solutions to complex
social problems are very
often not as simple as
they first appear to be.

One of the key issues facing our
planet, Earth, and everything on
it, is the now easily-identified term
‘climate change’ as accelerated
by modern industrial activities
and other human-led activities.
Clear data, collected over many
years, have been interpreted and
presented to political leadership,
economic researchers,
geographers, disasterresearchers, and a host of other
highly influential organisations
that are able to steer national
government policies.
The issue appears to be
straightforward, that is, the
Earth is warming at a rate that
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will see large
portions of the Earth under
rising ocean waters, while other
regions will see the slow process
of desertification increase at a
pace unseen in centuries. This
will increase the misery of the
billions of people who already
strain under multiple deprivations.
These deprivations include the
agony of daily hunger, massive
unemployment, jobs that pay
wages that hardly allow for daily
needs to be met, landlessness
that continues from colonial
pasts and current capitalist
monopolies over land, rampant
disease, and life-expectancies
that are shockingly low in a world
that sees the amassed fortunes
of a tiny minority increase by
billions of dollars each year.
One would be forgiven to think
that the solution was simple: find

•
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out what the causes of climate
change are, and undo the causes.
The solution is as simple as that.
However, the political will to
make those necessary changes
is not easily achieved.
The reasons for this inability to
agree on practical steps to undo
this crisis that can destroy the
lives of many millions, are not
difficult to understand, and are,
in fact, the underlying reason
for the majority of the other
deprivations listed earlier.
Greed sits at the centre
of this mess.
This greed is not personalised. It
is a system of ideas that makes us
believe that the values we cherish,
like freedom and choice, are the
‘ethical’ pillars of capitalism.
Billions of dollars are spent
annually to churn out countless
pages of newspaper and
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magazine columns that make it
seem as if competition (dog-eatdog) is the system of God. This
filthy ideology tries to sell the idea
that something that does not exist
in reality, namely ‘the market’,
is what determines a good life,
access to quality health care,
quality education, holidays after
months of hard work, and peace
of mind. That is The Big Lie.
This edition sees several
contributors grapple with serious
social matters, including solidarity
with Occupied Palestine, the
role of art and the artist in
bringing to the fore the best of
human action, legacies of local
and global heritage that can
often be contested, and the link
between imported indentured
labourers and spiritual practices.
These writers urge us to think
critically and without prejudice.
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unique to Palestinian youth.
International solidarity followed
as the youth resistance grew more
popular on social media.
Muna is an extrovert and
the grassroots activist while her
brother is an introvert who is
comfortable with quietly engaging
intellectuals on matters of social
justice. Grifat says that they
complement each other as twin
activists with opposite personality
traits committed to the same
struggle.
Muna used to entertain
children dressed as a clown in
the Holy City, and her sociable
nature – together with her adept
deployment of social media –
is one of the reasons she and
her brother have caught the
imagination of the western world.
At present, Muna is a graduate
in journalism and Mohammed
is doing a course in poetry in
New York while working for The
Nation magazine as their Palestine
correspondent.
The
twins’
deceased
grandmother was the key
influence in their lives, having
been displaced thrice by Israelis
between Haifa, Jersualem and
Nazareth between 1948 and
2009. Over several decades Israeli
settlers have sought to claim land
in Palestinian neighbourhoods.

The claims are challenged
by Palestinians in Israeli courts,
which automatically prejudices
the Palestinians.
Mohammed says that settlers’
claims are submitted as evidence
without authentication while the
documents of Palestinians are not
given any consideration by Israeli
courts.
The absence of independent
judicial oversight delegitimises the
process under international law,
hence the twins are particularly
committed to use all available
media platforms to focus global
attention on the current Israeli
injustice imposed on Palestinians.
One of the key points made by
Mohammed in his mainstream
media interviews focuses on
challenging the language used by
media to frame the issue, namely,
the use of the term ‘eviction’ as
opposed to ‘forced removals’.
He also points out that Israeli
settler colonialism, occupation and
apartheid should be recognised
as the reality experienced by
Palestinians, and that it should be
reported as such.
The focus on young audiences
at universities in the South African
tour by Muna was strategic in that
young Palestinians are emerging
as both grassroots activists
and intellectuals, distinct from
established political formations,
like the Palestinian Authority and
Hamas.

The contribution of Palestinian
youth to the development of a
more strategic methodology of
activism and a more sophisticated
narrative of the resistance is
underscored preeminently by
their navigation of a global social
space, media and technology.
Muna and Mohammed are
natives of Sheikh Jarrah yet they
traverse the world for study and
work while advocating resistance
against Israeli settler colonialism
at home.
The immediacy and sensory
power of their advocacy is driven
by the vibrance of skilled young
visionaries committed to success
and social justice.
And this breath of fresh air is
further buoyed by the popularity
of their advocacy due to the
inclusive approach they have
adopted.
Muna
and
Mohammed
consistently speak of all of
Palestine and the struggle of all
Palestinians, and not just their
personal struggle to save their
home in Sheikh Jarrah.
In Muna’s visit to South
Africa, she encountered almost
overwhelming support for the
cause of Palestinians. However,
the overwhelming part is a
double-edged sword. While she
appreciated the tremendous
solidarity of South Africans, she
was not very comfortable, at
times, with being treated like a

celebrity.
Palestinian activists are acutely
aware of the perils of popular
advocacy, especially for attractive

youth whose physical and virtual
presence loom large in social
justice discourse.

On October 23, Muna el-Kurd (left) viewed the murals of the Salt River Heritage
Society celebrating the heroism of the South African anti-apartheid struggle.
She is pictured engaging with Nawawie Mathews, the lead artist responsible for
installing the Palestinian Roadmap mural.
Photo ANWAR OMAR
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THE SUMMERS
TO REMEMBER
Sharief Parker

is the founder of JiVE Cooldrinks and a fellow
Capetonian. 30 summers on from its very first sip, the success story
of JiVE is as much the Western Cape , s, as it is Sharief , s.
2021 is the year JiVE celebrates its
30th anniversary with all its consumers,
partners, suppliers and the trade,
marking the significant milestone with
an unforgettable promotion. To sweeten
the moment even further, and to thank
everyone for inviting JiVE to everyday
gatherings over the years - from beach
days to Eid - JiVE is also giving people
a chance to win their share of R500 000
in cash and prizes.

“A promotion is like a salute to our fans
and supporters - sharing our success and
giving back what so many have already
given us.” - SP
Since day one, starting in a small factory
store in Cape Town, Sharief and his
Executive Assistant, Nikki Stockenstroom,
who has been by his side ever since,
had big plans for this local drink. Sharief
instilled trust, respect and care for people
from the get-go, which would become
a true reflection of JiVE’s approach to
every relationship down the line.

Long before the days of social media
and influencer marketing, Sharief, along
with Nikki and a hand-picked group of
passionate employees, grew and innovated
a brand that would soon put his dream
on the table of every get-together in the
Western Cape.

“If I knew then what I know now,
I wouldn’t change a single thing.
Everything that has happened since
JiVE’s inception has been part of the
journey. Every experience has been a
chapter in the story of JiVE for 30 years.”
- SP
JiVE was here to stay from the very first
twist-off. Its very first flavour was Cream
Soda and it flew off the shelves.
Not before every employee was gifted a
bottle for their family. This is a
tradition that still runs strong
today with every new flavour
launch. And it is family and
community that makes JiVE
more than just a drink and
why it’s an adored brand
Capetonians call
their own.

Today JiVE already boasts an eclectic
mix of 19 flavours, sharing the brand’s
success with its most loyal supporters
and consumers by rewarding them with
annual promotions and new flavours.

“JiVE is a community drink. It’s from here,
it’s enjoyed here and it’ll forever be made
of Cape Town.” - SP
30 years in, the success of JiVE boils
down to one thing. The people. JiVE
is rooted in the communities of the
Western Cape, thanks to the relationships
built up through the years with trusted
partners, suppliers, retail customers,
the incredible staff and of course, the
most loved consumers. These are the
ones who have helped JiVE show up,
stand tall and be represented in homes
across the province.

“If the past 30 years is anything to go by,
I am beyond excited to see what happens
next for JiVE. With this level of support
and loyalty, I am confident we’ll keep
celebrating even greater summers in the
future!” - SP
Celebrate 30 Summers of JiVE by adding
your name to the draw. Grab a JiVE from
your nearest shop, enter the promotion
via USSD or follow the instructions
on any promotional pack marked with
a yellow cap. Keep an eye out for winners
and more details by following JiVE on
either Instagram, Facebook or Twitter.

celebrate

30 summers
of
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The South should chart its own climate change pathways
ASHRAF PATEL
DEVELOPED countries will
be pushing hard for a new deal
at the current COP 26 UN
Climate Change Conference,
hosted by the UK in partnership
with Italy, in Glasgow, from
October 21 to November 12.
In preparation for that, the
South African government decided
to decrease the emission levels
and hosted climate envoys from
UK, US, France, Germany and
the EU to discuss a possible coal
retirement plan.
Renewable
energy
is
undoubtedly the future but how
just is the transition for South
Africa and its citizens who would
have to lose jobs?
A new spectre faces developing
nations, with rich G7 nations
incorporating climate change into
its new, green capitalism model;
that, if not checked, will erode
the prospects for industrialisation
in the developing world. South
Africa’s manufacturing base is at
its lowest point and job-shedding
continues unabated, with major
bouts of power cuts the ‘new
norm’.
Eskom is scrambling to find
finance to operate and keep the
lights on, let alone transition from
coal to solar and wind. Energy

minister, Gwede Mantashe, the
traditional energy’s most powerful
backer, has described giving up
coal as ‘economic suicide’ as mining
is the bedrock of manufacturing
and therefore industrialisation and
structural transformation.
Nevertheless,
Western
corporations are eager to enter
South Africa’s energy market with
new, renewable green technologies;
this season’s new fashion is the
green hydrogen production in
Mzansi for future use in Europe.
Basically, the EU and UK have
once again indulged themselves
in neo-colonial policies, dictating
to other countries what their
priorities should be. Is the
European energy market following
the same pattern? No.
Electricity prices soared to
record highs in Britain as a period
of still weather curbed wind
power, exposing the UK’s reliance
on intermittent renewables.
Ironically, their ability to meet
peak demand shrinks as coal and
nuclear power stations close early.
Two coal units at West Burton
had to be turned on as the
weather system bringing warm
temperatures suppressed wind
around the UK’s turbines. While
the UK has been moving away
from coal power, it is still used in
reserve to provide stability to the

national grid.
Among EU nations, Germany
has been the most aggressive
in pursuing a renewable energy
future. But, last month, faced with
a coal and natural gas crunch, it
woke up to the reality that after
investing half a trillion dollars
on the plan, it does not have
the capacity to bottle up enough
weather-dependent power to hold
out even for a few fossil-fuel-free
hours.
In France, nuclear power makes
up 78 per cent of the energy
generated, and renewables 19
per cent. France and countries
like Sweden and Bulgaria have a
high nuclear component in their
power grid. Nuclear power is zeroemission. It has no greenhouse
gases or air pollutants.
One such proposal is to
liberalise ‘environmental goods
and services’, including public
utilities, like water and sanitation.
Another such proposal is the
EU’s Carbon Border Adjustment
Mechanism, which is projected to
have little impact on emissions but
will cause disproportionate export
declines for developing economies.
Biden’s ‘New Green Deal’ is
mere lip service as US coal exports
to China are at an all time high in
this super commodity cycle.
Real life cases from the

developing world show that
there should be an energy mix
linked to industrialisation. Coal
is still an important part thereof
for South Africa, and Clean
Coal technologies are innovative
solutions to meet mitigation
targets. At the same time, nuclear
energy is integral to South African
energy generation.
Just transition should be
managed step by step without
excessive emotions and unrealistic
environmental pledges. What
should be considered is deepening
energy cooperation within Brics
fellow countries. China could add
eight large-scale carbon capture,
utilisation and storage projects by
2025.
Implementation of CCUS
technology could pare China’s
carbon emissions by 60 per cent by
2050. China National Petroleum
Corp, the country’s largest oil and
gas producer, also said earlier it
will continuously push forward
CCUS projects as an important
2
option for reducing CO emissions
in the energy sector. The company
has captured two million tons of
carbon dioxide since 2008.
Russia is one of the world’s
largest producers of nuclear
energy. In 2020, electricity
generated in nuclear power plants
in Russia was 20,28 per cent.

Rusatom Overseas along with
Gazprom Neft have embarked
upon cooperation in the field of
hydrogen energy and the reduction
of carbon dioxide emissions.
Turkey, a member of the Brics
outreach dialogue, is well-versed
in the construction of floating
power stations utilising natural
gas and diesel fuels.
Even in the best conditions,
solar and wind farms do not
generate power round the clock;
they require fossil fuel back-up.
This will not change until we
develop very-large-scale costeffective technology to store the
power they produce. Thus, a
balance energy mix is the desired
option with close inter-Brics
cooperation, where real SouthSouth co-operation is possible in
equal terms, including research
and development.
Developed countries have
taken their time to advance their
economies using fossil fuels.
Why are they pushing expedited
transition for South Africa and
other developing nations despite
the UN IPCC providing us with
the sovereign policy space to
manage a just transition?
Ashraf Patel is a senior
research associate at the
Institute for Global Dialogue
(IGD).
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Truth Collective SA launches second medical convoy to Gaza
NONTOBEKO AISHA
MKHWANAZI
‘I CHALLENGE all sportsmen
and women who will be
representing South Africa
next year at the international
stage to not only display
the South African flag but
to simultaneously display it
with the Palestinian flag,’ said
Kung Fu world champion and
brand ambassador for Truth
Collective South Africa (TCSA),
Mohamed Junaid Chafeker,
also known as MJ Li.
He expressed this during the
launch of the second medical
convoy to Gaza, which was held
at The Lounge on Kromboom, on
September 26, 2021, by TCSA,
a Cape Town-based non-profit
organisation that provides disaster
and emergency relief, as well as
promote social development by
assisting local and international
communities
regardless
of
religion, race or gender.
Li also urged athletes to donate
a portion of their earnings towards
the upliftment of Palestine.
‘I have committed 50 per cent
of the earnings I will accrue next
year on the world stage towards
the cause of Palestine and will be
channelling it through TCSA. I
also urge you all to do the same
because our freedom is incomplete

until such time that the freedom
of the Palestinians is achieved,’
declared Li.
He announced that TCSA
has launched the second medical
convoy to Gaza. This comes
after the TCSA team, led by
First Secretary of the Embassy
of Palestine, Hassona Aldramly
and TCSA founder and CEO,
Baker Al-Maharmeh, successfully
delivered over R1,1-million
medical supplies to the people of
Palestine in June, 2021.
‘I am proud to have been
part of the first convoy to Gaza.
While being there, we were all
public auditors and this gave us
an opportunity to see the R1,1million which was donated by
Capetonians being allocated and
then purchase medical supplies.
‘We were filled with joy to
actually pack the medical supplies
to convoy trucks so that it can
be transported to the Rafah
border and into Gaza. So, for
us it was coming back to South
Africa and truthfully reporting
on what we had experienced and
what astounded me most was
the transparency and honesty of
TCSA,’ noted Li.
He urged South Africans to
support the second convoy.
‘We are grateful to all the South
Africans who made it possible
for us to be able to help the

Palestinians. The success of the
second convoy can only be possible
through the help and support of
all South Africans who really have
the desire for the freedom and
liberation of Palestine.
‘We have set our target and
sights quite high. We want to at
least deliver R3-million in medical
supplies to Gaza. Once we are
granted approval for the supply
of diesel for hospital generators
in Gaza, we aim to also help
Palestinians by supplying them
with diesel,’ said Li.
Aldramly added, ‘The first
convoy was hard because we were
also hit by COVID-19. Through it
all, I admire the dedication of my
team in supporting and helping
the Palestinians. We cannot attain
liberation without your help. We
need to hold hands in achieving a
free Palestine.’
The ambassador of Palestine
in South Africa, Hanan Jarrar,
also graced the event with her
presence, noting, ‘The situation
in Palestine is always on fire.
Today, we heard bad news, that
the Israeli authorities assassinated
five Palestinians. The situation is
not getting better, youngsters are
assassinated every day.’
She thanked South Africans for
their continued support, saying,
‘On behalf of Palestinians, I
would like to express gratitude to

all South Africans who have and
continue to support us through
our difficult times.
We hope that Palestine will be
free one day with your support
and effort.
‘We also believe that this day
will come soon because there is
no place for apartheid regime
in the 21st century. Once again,
thank you South Africans for
your motivation, which keeps us
fighting for liberation.’
Admitting that there is a lot
that Palestinians need, Jarrar
noted, ‘[Palestinians] have been
under blockade for years so the
list of needed items are endless. I
do believe that Palestinians need a
political solution. We have to urge

the international community to
end the Israeli occupation because
it is the source of all atrocities.
‘We have to visit the illness
itself. Not the symptoms of the
illness. The symptoms of the illness
are the blockade, the shortage
of medicine, food and all these
things. We have to visit the illness
itself which is the occupation,’
declared Jarrar.
The second Gaza convoy is
expected to depart from Cape
Town during the first week of
January 2022 and will be led by
Aldramly.
For further details and
donations, visit the TCSA website
https://www.tcsa.org.za/ or their
offices at 95 Ruth Rd, Rylands.

Palestine Ambassador, Hanan Jarrar, speaking at the launch of the second
medical convoy to Gaza organised by Truth Collective South Africa (TCSA). Also
present at the event were First Secretary of the Embassy of Palestine, Hassona
Aldramly (left), and Kung Fu champion, Mohamed Junaid Chafeker aka MJ Li,
TCSA’s brand ambassador.
Photo AYANDA NDAMANE
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Hundreds pay homage to Hazrat Badsha Peer
SAYED RIDHWAAN
MOHAMED
HUNDREDS of devotees and
well wishers from around the
country were in Durban last
month for the urs shareef of
the great saint, Hazrat Shaikh
Ahmed Badsha Peer (RA).
Last year, due to COVID-19
restrictions, only a limited number of
devotees were allowed to participate
in the urs. This year, the Badsha
Peer Mazaar Society made all
arrangements for the devotees to
visit and participate in this event.
Hazrat Shaikh Ahmed Badsha
Peer (RA) arrived in colonial Natal
from India in 1860 as an indentured
labourer and was posted to one of
the sugar cane farms in the North
Coast. He was given an honourable
discharge by the authorities when it
was discovered that he was a mystic.
He had no family here and,
instead of returning to India, he
chose to spend the rest of his life in
Durban, especially in the environs of
the Grey Street Juma Mosque and
Badsha Peer Square (Brook Street
Cemetery). The mazaar of the great
Sufi is located at the Badsha Peer
Cemetery, in Durban (South Africa).
The two-day urs celebrations
began on Saturday, October 16,
2021, with much fervour and spirit.
A symbol of unity, people cutting

across religious and caste affiliations
throng to this place every year. The
urs shareef attracts huge crowds
from different parts of the country,
including Cape Town, Johannesburg,
Ladysmith, Pretoria and also some
from beyond our borders.
As part of urs celebrations this year,
hundreds of devotees paid homage
and offered special duahs during the
urs celebrations. Saturday evening
was the sandal procession that took
place at the mazaar of Hazrat Shaikh
Ahmed Badsha Peer (RA), situated
at the Brook Street Cemetery, in
Durban, with recitals by local ulama
and a qawwali in the mazaar yard,
by Anwar Muzaffar, of KwaZuluNatal, and Sayed Sajjaad Saaberie,
of Lenasia.
Sunday, October 17, was the
concluding point of the event, when
hundreds attended at the Overport
Grounds to mark the final day of the
urs celebrations.
Talks were delivered by Khalifa
Moulana Tariq, Hazrat Yacoob
Subrathi, Hafiz Ismail Khatib and
a special guest from Cape Town,
Hazrat Moulana Sayed Imraan Shah
Ziyaee also delivered a talk. Many
ulama, huffaadh and naat khwans
were in attendance.
Keynote
speaker,
Hazrat
Moulana Sayed Imraan Ziyaee, had
the crowd mesmerised as he recited
poetry in praise of the Sufi saint. He
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highlighted the importance of the
love of ouliya from the Quran and
Sunnah, and also emphasised upon
people to work for the welfare of
humanity and follow the teachings
of Hazrat Shaikh Ahmed Badsha
Peer (RA).
The weekend’s programme
director, Janaab Ebi Aldodi, thanked
all the ulama and participants for
attending the urs annually and
applauded the hosts for organising
a celebration of this magnitude
yearly. On conclusion of the event
on Sunday, lunch was served to all
who attended.

Guest speakers at the event (from left to right): Allama Moulana Sayed Imraan
Ziyaee, Khalifa Moulana Tariq Chishti, Hazrat Yacoob Subrathie and Hafez Ismail
Khatib.
Photo AHLUS SUNNAH MEDIA NETWORK

An aerial view of the mazaar.						

Photo AHLUS SUNNAH MEDIA NETWORK
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Ipsa presents Islamic Finance seminar on money matters
SHAIKH ZIYAAT ISAACS
THE International Peace College
of South Africa (Ipsa) hosted
an Islamic Finance seminar on
Saturday, October 16, 2021, at its
campus in Rylands, Cape Town.
The event was coordinated
by the final year students of
the Bachelor of Arts in Islamic
Studies as part of their final
year assessment and qualifying
criteria.
The agenda of the event was
money.
The assignment delegated
by Shaikh Ziyaat Isaacs to
his students was the topic of
money – the history of money,
the evolution of money, money
in Islam, money as we know it
today and much more.
The research paper was
submitted by the students
during their first semester of
the final year in their subject of
Islamic Commercial Law, and
subsequently presented to the
public on this platform as the
final presentation in their second
semester subject of Islamic
Banking and Finance.
The event received a fully
packed auditorium, with all
COVID-19 protocols observed,
and participants from the public,
which included industry experts,

government
representatives,
academics and religious scholars
in attendance.
In attendance from the Western
Cape Government, Mr Nezaam
Joseph – chief economist – and
Mr Abdul Muhaimin Gabier as
well as industry leaders from
Old Mutual Al Baraka Shari’ah
Funds, Mr Saliegh Salaam, and
Head of Customised Solutions
at Old Mutual, Mr Kieyaam
Gamieldien.
The event was also honoured
by one of our prominent local
scholars, Moulana Muhammad
Carr, who is also the Shari’ah
Advisor for Kagiso Asset
Management Shari’ah Funds.
The
participants
were
welcomed by Ipsa’s CEO, Dr
Dawood Terblanche, with his
opening remarks followed by an
opening duah by Sh Nurghaan
Sing, Ipsa lecturer.
Subsequently, the first group
of students presented their papers
around the history, evolution and
Islamic perspective of money,
which was very well received by
an attentive audience.
Moulana Muhammad Carr
addressed the event as the
first guest speaker. He spoke
extensively on the topic of
Islamic money management and
how Muslims should conduct

Taj Akleker officiating at the International Peace College of South Africa’s Islamic Finance seminar. The event was part of the
final year students’ assessment on Islamic Commercial Law.
				
Photo SUPPLIED

themselves in this regard.
Moulana highlighted key
aspects from a traditional Islamic
standpoint around earning,
spending, budgeting and saving,
and how the higher objectives
of the shariah emphasises the
adherences of these key faculties
of money management. He
also highlighted the fact of the
negligence in education of Islamic
commercial law and commended
Ipsa for this important initiative.
The second session saw
another group of students present
their topics around e-money and
cryptocurrencies, which kept the
audience engaged throughout the
session as the topic presented was
most relevant to contemporary
discussions.
The second guest speaker,

Mr Saliegh Salaam, then took
to the podium in a phenomenal
discourse about: ‘Why shariah
investing makes sense in a post
pandemic environment’.
He highlighted the inherent
safety nets in shariah funds that
will apply to a post pandemic
basket of diversified funds as well
as the consideration of shariah
funds in respect of the levels
of speculation and unscrupulous
investment placements.
Salaam demonstrated that the
application of Islamic principles
in shariah funds is at the centre
of the welfare of the public and
the economy and most certainly
designed for socio economic
justice.
Taj Akleker, MC for the day,
closed the event with the vote of

thanks and recognition to event
sponsors, Old Mutual and Kagiso
Asset Management.
The event was a great success
and enabled a platform for
industry, academics and scholars
to further collaborate to develop
the Islamic finance industry in
South Africa.
Ipsa is the first Islamic
institution registered by the
Department of Higher Education
and Training (DHET) in South
Africa offering programmes, a
BA and Higher Certificate in
Islamic Studies, Bachelor of Arts
Honours in Islamic Studies, and
Master of Arts in Applied Islamic
Thought.
Sh Ziyaat Isaacs is a lecturer
in Islamic Banking and Finance
at Ipsa.
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Mashurah Exhibition: creating a space for artistic dialogue
NONTOBEKO AISHA
MKHWANAZI
ONE of the teachings of the
Quran is shura, which means
‘consultation’ or ‘to seek advice’.
The Quran promotes the spirit
of shura amongst believers so
that they may decide upon all
issues by discussion and counsel.
This inspired the Mashurah
Arts Exhibition, which ran
from July 24 to September
30, at Greatmore Studios, in
Woodstock, Cape Town.
London-born curator and
writer, Sara Bint Moneer Khan,
who founded the exhibition
as part of her current PhD
study on visual literacy and
art advocacy in Cape Town’s
Muslim community, said the
exhibition aimed at practising the
process of communal decisionmaking, reciprocal consultation
and learning, to explore Muslim
epistemologies, visual culture,
narratives and histories in the
context of South Africa.
‘This show is an immediate
response to my experience of the
art space when I moved to South
Africa from the UK. I encountered
a lack of representation,
sometimes
misrepresentation
and misunderstanding of Muslim
narratives, as well as a lack of

engagement and support for
artists from these communities.
‘I then figured that creating
a space for collaboration,
development, dialogue and
dissemination of artistic practices,
with a special focus on Muslims
and Islam in South Africa will not
only be vital for the continuation
of the legacy of artists who have
been present in the past but will
create a platform to uncover these
issues and promote dialogue,’
explained Khan.
This project has been underway
for the past two years and Khan
engaged with 20 artists for the
exhibition. A variety of mediums
were used, from painting to
photography, sculpture and video
installation.
On September 25, the
Mashurah Exhibition held an
event where artists could meet
and interact with the audience in
order to get an insight into what
had inspired their artworks.
During the event, Khan noted
that the different thoughts which
exist in society about mashurah as
an exhibition were encapsulated
through the work of Hanna Noor
Mohammad, titled ‘A Postcoloni+
I Probe’.
‘The first artwork is a mind
map which highlights mashura,
strategic
essentialism
and

diaspora art.
Strategic essentialism (comes
from essentialism which can
be negative stereotypes) is
strategically using the stereotypes
to mobilise a group of people,’
Hanna explained.
‘Gayatri Spivak, who actually
coined the term, also rejected it.
Which then makes it this muddle
of identity politics and within it
arises a question of whether it is
helpful to use stereotypes or not
and that led me to diaspora art.
‘I got it from Zarina
Muhammad from the White Pube
who speaks about the problem
with it and how it doesn’t actually
do anything but potentially
enforce the same stereotypes. The
artwork is basically my take on
the entire showcase of what it
is and what it is not,’ explained
Hanna.
During the event, Khan also
noted that the concept of Islamic
art was problematic in society.
‘This concept is problematic
because a lot of things get
excluded all in the name of
they are not Islamic. Islam is
unlike other religions; it’s a way
of life, meaning that everything
from waking up in the morning,
sleeping at night, walking in the
street and even interacting with
other people involves Islam… It

is such things that should be
discussed so we can open more
room for different narratives in
order to move forward,’ stated
Khan.
Shukri Adam’s artwork titled
‘A Koples Now’ highlights the
concept of hope and fear. Adam
says that, at times, Muslims just
become receivers of knowledge
and due to fear are too scared
to ask more and just blindly
follow. Yet the Quran encourages
Muslims to ask questions and
seek better understanding.
‘The term ‘koples’ is a Cape
Malay [Afrikaans] term for
madrasah [lessons]. I chose this
term because my artwork revolves
around the notion of learning,
unlearning, and also highlighting
the nuances, as well as overt
cultural and traditional aspects
of ideology versus culture and
everything that it stems from.
‘How it evolves and what it
brings with it and how human
beings taint, influence and
mould it as we go along... It also
involves how we mould reality
and versions of things which can
either distort or enhance our
imaan,’ claimed Adam.
The exhibition also touched on
the continuation of the legacy of
Muslim artists in the history of the
Cape Town Muslim community.

‘One of the artists highlighted
that if Tuan Guru were alive,
what artist would he have been if
he had an opportunity to develop
his creativity and view himself as
an artist who is creative for the
sake of developing the Muslim
community?
There are numerous ways of
communicating with the past and
continuing the legacy, and this
exhibition was a representation
of an ongoing legacy,’ said Khan.
For more information you
can email mashurasouthafrica@
gmail.com or view the artwork
on Instagram: @mashura_arts
or YouTube: Mashura arts (The
walk through exhibition is also
available on YouTube).

Shukri Adam’s artwork titled‘A Koples
Now’.
Photo MASHURAH ARTS
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Tribute to a humble,
committed ophthalmologist
DR AHMED MOTALA
THIS is a tribute to Dr
Mohammed Ismail Motala,
a specialist ophthalmologist
who passed away on
September 9, 2021.
Dr Mohammed was an
energetic, enthusiastic, gentle
and humble individual who had
a passion for the improvement
of ophthalmic care in South
Africa. He was a loving son,
a caring husband, a protective
brother and a devoted father.
Dr Motala, born in Durban
on November 11, 1974, was the
eldest son of Dr Ismail Ahmed
Motala, a longstanding general
practitioner from Tongaat, and
wife, Mariam Bibi Dawood
Motala.
He schooled at Our Lady
of Fatima Convent, Lockhat
Islamia
College,
Carmel
College and Tongaat Secondary
High School before completing
his undergraduate training
at the Medical University of
South Africa. He performed
his internship at R K Khan
Hospital.

Following his community
service at King Edward
Hospital, in Durban, he spent
a year gaining experience in
ophthalmology and general
surgery in New Zealand. He
returned to South Africa to
commence his specialist training
at the University of Cape Town
(Groote Schuur Hospital and
Red Cross Children’s Hospital).
On completing his specialist
training,
which
included
obtaining a Fellowship of the
College of Ophthalmologists
of South Africa and a Master
of Medicine (MMed) (UCT)
degree, he was appointed as
a consultant ophthalmologist
at the University of Pretoria
(Steve Biko Academic Hospital)
and gained further experience
in refractive surgery.
His desire for personal
and academic improvement
led him to pursue a yearlong subspecialist fellowship
in glaucoma surgery at the
University of Nottingham.
Following these formative
years, he devoted himself to
the service of patients in his

private practice, which served
patients from across KwaZuluNatal and from elsewhere in
South Africa.
He was extensively involved
in charitable work and assisted
many
deserving
patients
throughout his career.
He never turned away
anyone who could not afford
his services and provided the
highest levels of care to all.
He was also exceptionally
generous in sharing his skills
and knowledge with registrars
and colleagues. He is survived
by his loving parents, siblings,
his wife – Dr Farhana Ahmed
– and his children, Fathima and
Bibi Aisha.
The following are messages
received
from
patients,
colleagues and friends:
‘What a loss to the
community.
Dr
Motala
was truly one of the most
compassionate doctors I have
met in a long time; a true gem
of a person. I was especially
touched by how wonderfully
he treated his patients. He
went above and beyond, as

experienced with my mum and
the rest of my family.’
‘God be with you Dr Motala.
We will miss you. You were
always willing to lend advice
and support with difficult
cases. Thank you. Condolences
to your family.’
‘We have lost another young
healthcare practitioner. Dr
Motala was more than just
a colleague. He was a friend
but also a very compassionate
humanitarian at heart; a humble,
gentle, down to earth doctor
who was never shy to assist
those who could not afford
his services; always willing to
waiver fees and do whatever
he could to assist, be it just
a consult to a procedure. All
he would ask was, ‘Deserving
enough? Done!’
‘Our patients were never
turned away due to lack of
funds. Dr Motala will be
missed dearly. We pray that
God Almighty have mercy on
his soul and bestow him with
the highest place in Paradise.
Our
condolences
to
Mohammed’s wife, Dr Farhana

Ahmed, and his two beautiful
daughters as well as his dad,
Dr Ismail Motala, his mum
and the extended families. [Dr
Faisal Suliman (chairperson of
Samnet) and Yasiera Mahomed
(chairperson of Islamic Medical
Association Durban Branch
and Caring Sisters Network)]
‘Ophthalmologist, Dr M
I Motala, delivered many
excellent evening and weekend
lectures over the decades. The
Saturday afternoon seminar
he addressed attracted a large
turnout of medical practitioners.
As always, his slides on ocular
pathology were the best.
‘He was extremely generous
with his time, whether it was
weekends, holidays etc. His
expertise and ability were
outstanding. Dr Motala was
held in very high esteem. His
insight was greatly respected.
He leaves a giant vacuum at
Shifa hospital. He helped many
of my patients. We’re all going
to miss him. May his soul be in
peace.’ (Dr Deena Padayachee)
‘He was an excellent doctor;
very compassionate, principled,
honest. He taught me so much
in my registrar training.’
‘Absolutely
a
truly
remarkable man!’
May God grant him the
highest stages of Paradise and
may He give his family sublime
patience.

SAVE 35% WHEN YOU
SUBSCRIBE TO THE
MAIL & GUARDIAN
THIS SPRING!
FREE delivery to your door
and FREE access to the
M&G Online for only
R1606.50.

You can also subscribe
by scanning the QR Code

Subscribe today on https://mg.co.za/subscribe/ or email us on subscriptions@mg.co.za, or give us a call on 0860070700 or 0114470696
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Phase two of
FATIMA ALLIE
WHENEVER we are confronted
with a mammoth task, we
can choose the easy option of
throwing in the towel or we
can be brave and courageous
to tackle this huge task, one
phase at a time. This is exactly
how we at Hajj: The Timeless
Journey approached this
project – one phase at a time.
In Phase 1, we implemented
the niyyah of the late Shanaaz
Parker to continue with Hajj: The
Timeless Journey, a project she
conceptualised in 2006. With the
community always at the heart of
her projects, Shanaaz successfully
sent ten deserving individuals
from our community who were
not financially by the means, to
perform their fard Hajj.
As an author, lecturer and
entrepreneur, she utilised all
her skills by collaborating with
Ramadaan Kareem, Muslim Views
and various other sponsors and
donors on the pilot project and
named it Hajj: The Timeless
Journey. Little did she know that
it would fall under the auspices
of The Shanaaz Parker Legacy
Projects.
After the passing of Shanaaz,
her daughter, Rehana Parker
Sayed, took on the leadership role

to be launched soon
to continue her mother’s living
legacy. We packaged four of her
Indulge Recipe Collection books,
then invited our community to
support this project by purchasing
the R99 packaged books and to
kindly nominate a worthy family
member, friend, colleague or
acquaintance to perform their
fard Hajj, using the following
nomination criteria:
60 years and older; has not
performed Hajj before; has made
niyyah to perform Hajj; has
applied for Hajj accreditation
through Sahuc; has the COVID-19
vaccine; is not financially able to
afford the Hajj.
Your motivation should be no
more than 300 words. A nominee
can be nominated more than once
by different people. Couples can
also be nominated.
Email your nominations to
hajjthetimelessjourney@gmail.com
Muslim Views and Radio 786
are proud partners of this project.
The nomination process is user
friendly. Radio 786 has kindly
designed an application form on
their website www.radio786.co.za

Click on the ‘Hajj: The Timeless
Journey’ icon and follow the
prompts.
The COVID-19 pandemic is far
from over, and Makkah is only
now welcoming visitors for Umrah,
under strict safety protocols. If
we take into consideration the
backlog of hujaaj who have been
accredited for 2020 and 2021, the
Hajj 2022 forecast is not yet clear.
So, even though it was the
niyyah of the late Shanaaz Parker
to send hujaaj away in 2022, it
would be prudent for the panel
of Hajj: The Timeless Journey to
consider sending hujaaj in 2023
or 2024. The selection panel of
Hajj: The Timeless Journey places
its trust in Allah, for Allah knows
best.
We will soon be launching phase
two of the Hajj: The Timeless
Journey campaign. This time,
we will package two of Shanaaz
Parker’s cook books, namely
Flavor’s and one of the Indulge
Recipe Collection, together with
a conversion chart (terms and
conditions apply).
This will also be packaged at

R99, and makes a lovely end-ofyear gift to staff members. For
more information on this package,
please contact Rehana Parker
Sayed on 083 4444 342.
For now, though, the four
Indulge Recipe Collection package
of R99 is available from the
following participating retailers:
Spar Stores (Kromboom, Ottery,
Grassy Park, Groote Schuur,
Kensington, Strandfontein); Big
Boy Crockery (Lansdowne);
Sawants Creations (Rylands);
Chikro (Grassy Park and Parow);
Rehana Parker Sayed on 083 4444
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342.
A big shukran to all the retailers
for selling the books as well as the
customers who bought the books.
We have raised R190 000 to date.
Hajj: The Timeless Journey is a
community outreach project. It is a
feel good, heart-warming project.
Buy the books and encourage
others to buy as well.
Set aside 15 minutes of your
time to nominate a deserving
individual or couple. Motivate
from your heart and change the
life of someone you know.
This act of kindness may seem
small but the ripple effect will
be unending. Together, you and
I are driving this campaign as
ambassadors of Hajj: The Timeless
Journey.
Follow us on Instagram: @
shanaazparkerlegacyproject and
Facebook: Shanaaz Parker Legacy
Project.

Phase two of the campaign to raise funds to sponsor deserving persons for Hajj
will be a package of two of Shanaaz Parker’s cook books, Flavor’s, and one of the
Indulge Recipe Collection, together with a conversion chart. At R99 for the set, it
is a perfect end-of-year gift to staff members.
Photo SUPPLIED
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WHAT IS THE AMAN SCHOOL
OF EXCELLENCE?
AMAN means Safety in Arabic,
and the AMAN school in Beqaa,
Lebanon, aims to secure the
futures of underprivileged
children. The project will provide
kindergarten, elementary and
intermediate education to 650
of the most vulnerable children
(Syrian / Palestinian Refugees and
Lebanese) who cannot access
education due to Lebanon facing
dire socio-economic conditions.
Education for these children
changes the trajectory of their and
their families’ lives and it provides
them with a platform to achieve
their dreams.
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What will sponsorship
cover?

What grades are
included in the school?

Tuition, transportation,
uniforms & school bags

Kindergarten – Grade 9

How can you help?

How many children will be
enrolled at the AMAN school?

A sponsorship of

R16000 (or any amount)

650 children of different
nationalities: Lebanese, Syrian
refugees, Palestinian refugees, and
migrants found in the Beqaa region

will cover the cost of providing
education to a child & helping
their dreams to come true.
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Praying for peace amidst turmoil in Afghanistan and Lebanon
IMRAAN CHOONARA
‘AMAN’ means ‘safety’ in
Arabic, and AMA’s Aman
School of Excellence, which
launched in Beqaa, Lebanon, in
October 2021, aims to secure
the futures of Syrian, Palestinian
and Lebanese children.
The project will provide formal
education to 650 of the most
vulnerable children who cannot
access education due to Lebanon
facing
dire
socio-economic
conditions.
The Aman School of Excellence
will provide an education for 650
children aged six to 14 of different
nationalities: Lebanese, Syrian
refugees, Palestinian refugees
and migrants found in the Beqaa
region of Lebanon. The school
will provide formal education for
kindergarten to grade 9.
The project idea is to rent
an existing school in a separate
shift, and the school will provide
children with primary education,
adopting the Lebanese curriculum.
The school will provide tuition,
transportation, uniforms and
school bags free of charge to
pupils.
In addition, they will run a
summer school programme that

will provide remedial and language
support for the most middle
and under-achievers in different
grades to increase their academic
progress and compensate the loss
of the past years.
Summer clubs will be hosted
that include clubs for sports, arts
and talents. The summer school
will aim at discovering talented
students and building on their
talents and potential.
Through AMA’s work in
refugee camps in Lebanon, we
heard stories from countless
children about the fact that they
cannot go to school. Children
dream of becoming doctors, pilots
and teachers; of having futures
that can remove them and their
families from life in a refugee
camp but they are all aware that
without an education, these will
remain just dreams.
Parents want their children to
go to school, to find a way to
break the cycle of poverty they
find themselves in and to build
a better life but they have no
options available.
Many refugee families fled their
countries in desperation, believing
that a refugee camp would be a
short-term home but have found
themselves living in these camps

for years, with no access to school
and other services.
Education is highly privatised
across Lebanon, with fewer than
a third of school-aged children –
often children from the poorest
families and refugees – enrolled in
public schools.
The public school system in
Lebanon was not equipped to
handle the influx of refugees into
the country in recent years. There
are more than 660 000 school-age
Syrian refugees in Lebanon. More
than half of these children are out
of school.
Refugee children are often out of
school because of extreme poverty,
inability to afford transport costs,
lack of remedial classes, bullying
and discrimination.
An assessment in two refugee
camps concluded that almost
89 per cent of refugee children
are out of school, and the rest
are registered in non-formal
education. This was why AMA
began to work on a concept
for providing formal education
to the dropout children who
deserve quality education as their
fundamental right.
Statistics around children and
schools in Lebanon paint a grim
picture. One in ten children have

been sent to work, and at least
500 schools are threatened with
imminent closure.
Around 15 per cent of families
in Lebanon have stopped their
children’s education as they
struggle to earn a living, and since
the beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic, more than 1,2 million
children in Lebanon have been out
of school.
Providing an education can
change the trajectory of the
future for an entire generation of
children, along with their families.
A sponsorship of R16 000 (or any
amount) will cover the cost of
providing education to a child and

helping their dreams come true.
Every child deserves a circle of
safety. Aman School of Excellence.
Name: Africa Muslims Agency;
Bank: Standard Bank; Acc: 203
382 110; B/code: 00 52 05; Swift
code: SBZAZAJJ; Reference:
Aman School
Contact
details:
Hussain
Choonara: +27 82 859 2932;
www.africamuslimsagency.co.za
Follow AMA on Instagram (@
africamuslimsagency); Facebook
(@AfricaMuslimsAgency); Twitter
(AMASDirectAid)
Imraan Choonara is the CEO
at Africa Muslims Agency.

Refugee children can spend years in the camps without ever attending school or
receiving a formal education.
Photo SUPPLIED
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Doctor’s 21-year journey to general surgeon
SANZAF COMMUNICATIONS
ADIEL Webner is an experienced
general surgeon at Melomed
Gatesville and Bellville.
Dr Webner grew up in
Bonteheuwel
and
attended
Garlandale High School, in
Athlone.
Thereafter, he completed his
MBChB at the University of
Stellenbosch.
He also obtained an FCS (SA)
qualification from the CMSA.
In 2007, he completed a BSc
(Medical Bioscience) at University
of the Western Cape, specialising
in
Medical
Microbiology,
Anatomy,
Physiology
and
Biotechnology. Dr Webner also
completed various courses,
including a basic surgical skills
course, advanced trauma life
support and definitive surgical
trauma care.
He started his medical career
as a medical officer intern at
Groote Schuur Hospital.
He completed his community
service at Kimberley Hospital,
where he was fortunate enough
to work in Cardiothoracic, a
discipline that not many people
have experience in.

Subsequent to that, Dr
Webner worked as a medical
officer in surgery at Khayelitsha
and Karl Bremer Hospital prior
to starting his registrarship for
surgery at Tygerberg Hospital,
in 2015. He also completed his
MMed in General Surgery and
FCS in 2021.
In 2020, he became a medical
officer (locum) at the Breast and
Endocrine Unit at Tygerberg
Hospital.
Dr Webner was previously the
HOD for the Acute Care Surgery
Unit at Tygerberg Hospital.
Towards the end of his time at
Tygerberg Hospital, in March
2021, Dr Webner was appointed
as the acting consultant at the
Acute Care Services at Tygerberg
Hospital until August 2021.
It has been a 21-year journey
for Dr Webner to become a
general surgeon.
He decided to become a
general surgeon because it is a
holistic discipline, and the beauty
of it lies with the direct impact
it has on patients’ lives. He
now performs various general
surgery procedures at Melomed,
including both minimally invasive
and open surgery techniques.

Dr Adiel Webner is a successful
medical practitioner based in
Gatesville. The South African National
Zakah Fund (Sanzaf) was one of the
organisations that assisted him on
his academic journey. Growing up, he
always had an interest in the human
body and serving humanity.
Photo NAZMEH SCHROEDER

Pictured are Shireen Kamaldien (left), from Sanzaf, and Tasneem Ahmed, from Warriors of Hope, preparing for an outreach
programme aimed at primary school learners. Through this joint initiative, young girls from various schools in need are
receiving rewashable sanitary towels. Studies show that a large percentage of young girls drop out of school because they
simply cannot afford to purchase sanitary towels. Due to the dire need in the community, Sanzaf and Warriors of Hope will
be conducting an outreach programme with five primary schools in the Garden Route. To date, more than 1000 young girls
have benefitted from this initiative.					
Photo SANZAF COMMUNICATIONS
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If stars can shine with darkness, so can you
KAUTHAR ROOMANEY

IT is key to understand that a
relationship works two ways.
When someone treats you
poorly, it is likely that they do
not share the same level of love
that you do. It is sad to think
that we are able to cause great
suffering and injustice to our
own son or daughter, brother
or sister, family or friend.
We are often misjudged or
misunderstood as people, even when
our intentions are only the purest.
How do we fix this? We fix this

by actively surrounding ourselves
with forces of energies that make an
effort to simply understand you for
who you truly are.
We should learn to distinguish
negative energies not by their
outward identity but by their
sweeping effect upon us: anyone who
makes us less than what we could
be; anyone who impedes our growth
and diminishes our spirit; anyone
who draws us away from our best
self and highest possibilities; anyone
who displays caring but damages
our lives.
You need to maintain the

celebrate

necessary self-esteem to set
boundaries and know your worth.
It is vital to surround yourself with
positive people and become aware of
just how amazing you are and what
you bring to any relationship.
One thing that this life has taught
me is to draw on every single, good
moment that this life has to offer. In
a blink of an eye, things can change,
and you end up looking back on
what you thought was the best
moment of your life. Learn from
your mistakes, grow, treat people
kindly and do things that make you
happy.

There is always going to be that
judgy aunt and that destructive
criticism from an in-law that makes
you feel worthless. But it is up to you
to live the life you always dreamed
of, not what other people dreamed
of for you. People will always rain
on your parade but you make it
shine!
Imagine waking up in your 60s
or 70s and you realise that you
never went on that holiday, or
you didn’t achieve a goal because
you were strung up on the idea
of perfectionism, or you didn’t
get a chance to chase your dreams
because you were too busy chasing
other people’s dreams.

Imagine waking up one day and
realising that you forgot to live a life
of pleasure and passion because you
were doing things you thought you
needed to do, or you tried to fulfil an
expectation governed to you.
There is a saying that ‘people
can either make or break you’. We
need to learn the art of spotting
those people and realise that nothing
is written in stone that says we
deserve emotional deprivation or
punishment and control.
Your light is going to irritate a lot
of unhealed people. So let it, and let
it burn bright.
Kauthar Roomaney is a survivor,
teacher and motivational speaker.
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Waqf as an amanah
ZEINOUL ABEDIEN CAJEE
WAQF is an amanah. Everything
between the heavens and earth
belongs to Allah. What we
have is entrusted to us from
the True Owner, who is Al
Malik, or Maalikal-Mulk, the
Supreme King, Lord, Owner
and Master of all the worlds.
When we are gone, everything
returns to Allah because He is
the ultimate owner and Inheritor:
al-Waarith, The One who remains
after all creation has perished,
The One who has everlasting
ownership of all that has ever
been and that will ever be, The
One to whom all possessions
return when the possessor is
gone. And He is the Best of
Inheritors (21:89).
When we give out of the
goodwill of our hearts as a
voluntary gift to Allah, as a waqf,
in reality, we are giving to Allah
what belongs to Him.
Allah says: ‘Whatever you have
will perish. Whatever is Allah’s
will endure.’ (16:96) For this gift,
Allah has promised multiplied
rewards, forgiveness to the giver

likely that the general public will
lose trust in the institution and its
mutawallees.
The repercussions of this
will be manifold. Donors and
other stakeholders will no longer
trust the institution and its
mutawallees; donors will not be
willing to be associated with it,
which will be the beginning of
the end of that institution.
M i s m a n a g e m e n t ,
misappropriation,
fraud,
manipulation and corruption in
any waqf institution will have
dire consequences.
Waqf institutions, therefore,
need to have clear governance
policies in place, ethical and
fair conduct in the affairs of
the institution that will have the
opposite effect: more trust will
be earned and more donors will
donate.
But it’s not only the donors
that we have to be concerned
about. There are many other
stakeholders in an institution. In
any scenario, we have external
stakeholders
and
internal
stakeholders. These form the
waqf ecosystem.
In the South African scenario,
the external stakeholders will be
the NGO sector; banker/s; Sars;

and gratitude from Him.
Waqf, also referred to as
sadaqah jaariyah, is a sadaqah
that gives perpetual benefit
(spiritually and materially) to
both the giver and the beneficiary.
One who makes a waqf (waqif/
ah – male/ female) entrusts the
waqf to an institution as a trustee
of Allah.
The persons who take
care of and are conferred the
custodianship of the waqf are the
mutawallees or mutawalliyahs.
(Hafsa, the daughter of Caliph
Umar (RA) was appointed the
mutawalliyyah of his waqf in
Khaibar, north of Madinah.)
Their
duty,
and
their
successors’ duty, is to ensure the
protection of the waqf; to ensure
that the stipulated beneficiaries
are duly supported or that their
mandate is carried out with
diligence, care and compassion.
If the mutawallees do not carry
out the mandate of the waqif/ah,
usurp the rights of beneficiaries,
mismanage the asset and do not
carry out their duties in the best
interest of the waqif/ah, apart
from the sin that it carries, it is

Master of the High Court/ CIPC
(Companies and Intellectual
Property Commission); religious
sector; broader community and
the international community.
The internal stakeholders
may be named as mutawallees,
patrons,
donors,
auditors,
legal and shariah advisors,
staff, volunteers, beneficiaries,
partner organisations, funders,
community and service providers.
Clearly, any action that could
lead to mistrusting the institution
will need to be carefully
considered so that it can be
avoided at all costs. No waqf
institution can afford to lose the
trust that it has earned over the
years.
Many waqfs and NGOs
have failed their donors by
mismanagement,
usurpation,
misappropriation, theft, fraud,
waste, excessive remuneration
and other misdemeanors.
Going into the future,
with the best technology and
qualified personnel who are
driven by pleasing Allah, who
are passionately committed to
the vision and mission of the
institution, will do the ummah
proud by acting in the best
interests of the waqif/ah and the
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purpose for which the waqf was
created.
In dealing with stakeholders,
we need to be honest, transparent
and accountable; to act ethically
and with integrity, continue to
build goodwill and reputation,
offer great service to donors
and beneficiaries, be efficient
and friendly in dealings, comply
with rules and regulations, be
mindful of shariah and Allah at
all times, and have best practices
in corporate governance.
In the end we only take good
deeds with us.
Zeinoul Abedien Cajee [CA
(SA) MEd] is the founding CEO
of AWQAF SA.

WE ARE HIRING
Muslim Views requires the services of an experienced
Advertising Sales Representative for print and on line sales.
We service a niche market and require the expertise of a highly
motivated and dynamic salesperson to join our sales team.
The successful candidate will utilise professional sales and
customer service skills and apply the unique selling proposition

of our flagship print edition. our online edition and our latest
product. a newsletter. across the various social media platforms
to current and potential clients.
The sales representative is expected to offer innovative
marketing and advertising solutions to clients in the current
trading environment.

Responsibilities

• Your primaiy focus is to build on the existing client base of the company by acquiring new clients to place advertisements on
any of all our publishing platforms.
• Make contact through cold calling and networking. and scheduling appointments remotely and/or in person.
• Achieve sales targets as determined by management.
• Familiarise yourself with the editorial and advertising policies of the company.
• Familiarise yourself with the relevant niche market of all the company·s brands and platforms.
• Develop viable special section and supplement concepts for all our platforms with a view to generate
advertising revenue.
• Service clients from the stage of pitching sales to the settlement of account. including follow-up with signed contracts and
technical liaison.
• Review advertisements with customers and obtain approvals on the final advertising copy and schedule.
• Engage clients with editorial and advertising requirements and protocols. including adherence to relevant technical specifications
and deadlines.

Requirements and Attributes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proven experience in media advertising sales
Strong understanding of print. online and social media advertising
Access to your own vehicle for transport
Proficiency in Word. Excel and the ability to search and research leads and data online
Commitment to excellent customer service
Excellent written and verbal communication skills
Have a keen eye for detail and strong organization and time management skills

If you're interested in this position please forward your CV, together
with a covering letter to sharief@muslimviews.co.za
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From Consciousness to Contentment

From Allah do we come, and to Allah is our return
JASMINE KHAN
‘INNA lilaahi wa inna ilaihi
rajioon’ is a phrase that is
uttered whenever we hear that
someone has passed on.
It is a phrase unique to Muslims
and is uttered mostly on hearing of a
death but it is strongly recommended
that we say it whenever we suffer a
loss, setback or calamity.
The phrase affirms our belief
that, firstly, we are not in charge of
what happens to us and, secondly,
that everything comes from Allah.
Whatever possessions we have,
everything we see, all that is in us and
around us, belongs to Allah SWT.
We may believe that our
possessions are ours because we’ve
worked hard for it but, in reality,
Allah has made it possible, gave us
the strength and enabled us to gain
the knowledge to do the work that
earned us our possessions. All that

we have is not really ours, it belongs
to Allah.
The Quran is clear on this point:
‘The kingdom of the heavens and the
earth and everything in them belongs
to Allah…’ (4:120)
The bodies we live in and the life
that we have belong to Allah. It must
therefore follow that our souls also
belong to Allah because without our
souls we cannot possibly exist.
The ‘nafs’ or ‘self’ is what makes
us unique; this too belongs to Allah.
After all, Allah, the Exalted, gave us
our souls in the first place.
Since Allah is the true and only
possessor of everything, He can and
does give to whom He wills, and will
take back what belongs to Him: ‘Be
sure we shall test you with something
of fear and hunger, some loss in
goods or lives or the fruits (of your
toil) but give glad tidings to those
who patiently persevere.’ (Quran
2:155)

We have to be prepared that Allah
will give us something and, at some
point, it will be taken back. It could
be the loss of a loved child, a spouse
or parent.
Wealth, honour and status do not
last forever. During times of loss,
those with patience and perseverance
say, ‘From Allah do we come and to
Allah is our return.’
It is Allah’s promise that He gives
youth, vitality and health, and then
surely He will take it away: ‘… And
we settle in the wombs whom we
will for a specified term then we
bring you out as a child, and then we
develop you that you may reach your
time of maturity.
‘And among you is he who is
taken in early death, and among
you is he who is returned to the
most decrepit old age so that he
knows, after once having knowledge,
nothing…’ (Quran 22:5)
Death is divinely willed and

when it arrives it should be readily
accepted. There should, therefore, be
no reasoning by the bereaved as to
why they have lost a loved one.
However, we are human and the
pain can be almost unbearable. This
is the time to remember that we are
not in charge; it is the decree of our
Creator.
Allah says in the Quran: ‘Everyone
shall taste death. And only on the day
of resurrection shall you be paid
your wages in full. And whoever
is removed away from the fire and
admitted to paradise, this person
is indeed successful. The life of
this world is only the enjoyment of
deception.’ (3:185)
Submit to the will of Allah, being
pleased with His decision for surely,
He will only do what is best for you.
Imam Ghazali stressed that death
is unpredictable and can happen
at any time and, as such, Muslims
should always be prepared for the
inevitable. We can overcome every
trial of life but no-one can escape

death. It is the end of this life and the
beginning of eternity.
When someone dies and we say,
‘Inna lilaahi wa inna ilaihi rajioon,’
we say it with full understanding that
everything we have are blessings from
Allah, for a short while, and Allah
will take it back.
We are allowed to be sad but we
cannot ascribe blame for the death to
anything but the decree of the One
who gave life in the first place.
Remember the words of the
Prophet (SAW) when his son died:
‘Our eyes are filled with tears, our
hearts with grief but we say nothing
with our lips except that which
pleases Allah… Verily, to Allah
we belong, and to Him we return.’
(Bukhari)
*Muslim Views published a
photograph in the July 2021 edition,
which inadvertently identified
the person as Jasmine Khan, the
writer of ‘From Consciousness to
Contentment’. We apologise for
placing the incorrect photograph.
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Focus on Finance

The retrenchment procedure and tax implications of retrenchment packages
TINASHE CHIPATISO,
a tax and corporate
consultant at Nexia
SAB&T, advises on the
retrenchment procedure
and its tax implications.
WITH the third wave having
just occurred, 2021 may very
well be another gloomy year
for some employees facing
the harsh ‘barrel-reality’ of
possible retrenchments as
businesses continue to feel
the effect of the pandemic.

Types of accounting records
Section 189 of the Labour Relations
Act (LRA) permits employers to
dismiss employees for operational
requirements based on the employers’
economic and structural needs.
However, retrenchments must be both
procedurally and substantively fair.
Section 189(1) of the LRA
asserts that, before retrenching,
employers must consult with relevant
stakeholders, including trade unions
and workplace forums, relating to
any collective agreement in force. In
the absence of collective agreements,
meetings should be held with all

affected employees potentially to be
retrenched. In such proceedings, the
principle most relied on is ‘last in first
out’ but is not the only consideration.
A notice to affected parties will
serve as an invitation for parties to
consult, the prime objectives being
to either entirely avert the dismissals,
change the timing of dismissal, review
the selection criteria of employees
facing dismissal or severance pay.
On occurrence of the inevitable,
section 189(3) of the LRA requires
the employer to disclose in writing
to employees or their trade unions all
relevant information including but not
limited to reasons for retrenchment,
number of employees potentially
affected, proposed selection criteria,
possibility of future re-employment
etc. The employer must allow the
affected employee the opportunity to
make representations in relation to
the proposed retrenchment, orally or
in writing.
On concluding consultations,
the employer must issue notices to
employees selected for retrenchment.
Section 41 of the Basic Conditions
of Employment Act (BCEA) provides
that an employer must pay retrenched
employees a severance pay (at least

one week’s pay of each completed
year of ongoing service or any amount
specified in any contract or policy,
if such amount is greater in value),
any outstanding leave and notice pay
(either in terms of the BCEA or as per
employment contract). No severance
pay will be paid should the employee
refuse alternative employment.
Additionally, retrenched employees
may be entitled to a pro rata payment
of their annual bonus and balance
of any pension or provident fund
benefits. This is contingent on their
employment contract. In the absence
of a contract, one is entitled to notice
pay as follows: if employed for six
months or less – one week’s notice
pay; if employed for six months to
one year – two weeks’ notice pay; if
employed for more than a year – four
weeks’ notice pay.
If an employee has previously
received other retirement fund or
severance lump sum benefits, these
will be combined when determining
the relevant tax bracket for the
employee’s current severance package
pay out. The timeline of these lump
sum benefits is exceedingly vital as
they impact on the tax table above.
The qualifying criteria for the

Tax issues for retrenchment benefits
Special tax rates are applicable to the severance benefit:
Benefit

Rate of tax

R0 – R500 000

0% of benefit

R500 001 – R700 000

18% of benefit over R500k

R700 001 – R1 050 000

R36 000 + 27% of benefit over R700k

R1 050 001 and above

R130 500 + 36% of benefit over R1 050k

special tax rates applicable to severance
benefits due to retrenchment, is that
an employer must have paid a lump
sum as a result of employment being
terminated or lost.
However, an employee will
be disqualified from certain tax
incentives if at any time s/he held
more than five per cent of issued
shares in the company paying the
severance benefit. Other exclusions
from severance benefits include leave
pay and pro-rata bonuses paid upon
termination of employment as they
are subject to tax at normal rates
applicable to individuals.
Lastly, an employer will need to
submit an application to SARS for
a tax directive prior to paying out
a lump sum amount so that SARS
can calculate the withholding tax on
the severance benefit. The employee
will be required to declare the gross
amount of the benefit in their income
tax returns as reflected on the IRP5

tax certificate.
For any queries, please contact:
Hassen Kajie (Entrepreneurial
Business Services Director, Cape
Town) M: (+27) 82 333 3389; E:
hassen@nexia-sabt.co.za
Yousuf Hassen (Entrepreneurial
Business Services Director, Centurion)
M: (+27) 82 333 3376; E: yhassen@
nexia-sabt.co.za
Please note that the above is
for information purposes only and
does not constitute tax/financial
advice. As each individual’s personal
circumstances vary, we recommend
they seek advice on the matter. Please
note that while every effort is made
to ensure accuracy, Nexia SAB&T
does not accept responsibility for
any inaccuracies or errors contained
herein. If you are in doubt about any
information in this article or require
any advice on the topical matter,
please do not hesitate to contact any
Nexia SAB&T office nationally.
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Addressing the rights of a child today
FERNAAZ HUSSAIN
LIVING in refugee camps,
traumatised by war or simply
unable to go to school in their
local community due to crippling
poverty, vulnerable children
around the world lack the

means to keep safe at home,
access critical education and
medical and/or psychosocial
care. Their futures look
unsafe, uncertain and bleak.
Children who lose one or both
their parents face many economic
and psychological difficulties in

Nearly 80 000 orphans are sponsored by Islamic Relief globally.

the future. For one in five children
worldwide living in extreme
poverty, many simple necessities
and rights are out of reach.
Instead, their lives are
incredibly challenging, with the
risk of illiteracy, disease, child
labour, lifelong poverty and even
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death.
At Islamic Relief, we don’t
believe in simply providing oneoff care to support children and
orphans in need. We invest in
children’s long-term futures,
supporting their families, carers
and local communities to provide
long-lasting, safe, sustainable
solutions to poverty and inequality.
We believe that every child
deserves the best start in life: a
happy home, a safe place to play
and access to quality education,
medical care and nutrition.
Islamic Relief is committed
to the care of children through
sponsoring orphaned children
across the globe, providing
schooling, regular meals and
financial support for carers/
families.
This
includes
providing
nutritional services, health care,
water solutions, education and
family livelihood support, as well
as striving to tackle critical issues,
including gender-based violence,
child labour and climate change.
By tackling issues that affect
local communities, and young
girls in particular, we’re not only
transforming futures, we’re saving
lives.
In devastated countries, Islamic
Relief is providing Syrian refugee
children with critical education,
housing and nutritional support.

In Yemen, we are offering
critical food aid to severely
malnourished children. Our work
in Gaza includes ensuring that
children living with disabilities
and the trauma of war in Gaza
can access critical medical and
psychosocial care.
In forgotten Mali, we have
been developing integrated childfriendly villages, offering new
classrooms and teaching materials,
latrines for both boys and girls,
water wells and micro-dams to
provide a source of clean, safe
water for everyone and, critically,
the means to earn an income.
It is our duty to protect children
and help them realise their rights.
You can give them the gift of hope
for a better future with Islamic
Relief.
Sponsor an orphan child by
providing food, healthcare,
education and financial support
for carers/families.
Contribute towards a unique
orphan endowment fund which
supports long-term sustainable
care for the orphans and their
carers.
Contribute towards a general
fund which allows donors to
support orphan-related projects
around the world.
Visit our website www.islamicrelief.org.za to sponsor an orphan
today.

Thank You, Siyabonga,
Shukran.
You came out in support of Charity Week 2021 and
generously raised funds for children and orphans
around the world, making an impact on young lives
who will be receiving lifesaving care.

WE ARE

BODY

Your collective impact is part of a global movement
to help raise an awareness about the plight
of children and provide solutions to arduous
challenges. During a time like no other it is even
more important to remember that despite
all we go through - #weareonebody.
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Muslim Hands launches The
Open Kitchen to feed the poor
AISHA ADAM
OVER half of the South African
population is living below
the poverty line, and millions
of people are struggling to
afford food on a daily basis.
Over the past two years,
the economy has detrimentally
affected millions of South
Africans who have lost their
jobs and livelihoods to the strict
lockdowns and riots.
As a result, millions of children
living in poverty are suffering
from malnourishment and a
statistic reported that 27 per cent
of South Africans under the age
of five are stunted.
Providing our children with
nutritious, healthy meals to
sustain their physical and mental
health is an important part of our
responsibility as a society.
Children who survive poor
nutrition are faced with illnesses
such as impaired cognitive
development, stunted growth and
even blindness which can hinder
their ability to develop into fully
functioning adults.
At Muslim Hands, we
understand our responsibility

to provide the vulnerable in
our community with access to
nutritious food.
As such, our staff on the ground
is working tirelessly to conduct
weekly bread distributions in
informal settlements, orphanages
and safe houses across the
Western Cape, and provide
healthy, warm meals to hundreds
of individuals weekly through
The Open Kitchen.

The Open Kitchen
In response to the growing
food insecurity and rise in poverty
in South Africa, Muslim Hands
launched a community kitchen to
feed the vulnerable and poor in
our communities.
The Open Kitchen is located
in Rylands, Athlone, where
hundreds of poor, homeless,
elderly and disabled individuals
are provided with warm meals
and nutritious food.
With your support, The
Open Kitchen was inaugurated
on Friday, October 8, 2021,
as a means of overcoming the
rising food insecurity within the
country. Over 300 poor and
needy people were provided

with warm meals (akhni), bread
and ice-lollies as refreshers to
overcome the scorching heat.
Most of the beneficiaries were
unemployed and thanked the
Muslim Hands staff members
wholeheartedly for their warm
meals.
Beneficiaries also prayed for
the donors who supported the
first feeding of The Open Kitchen
knowing they did not have to
go to sleep hungry on an empty
stomach that day.
Through your donations,
hundreds of homeless, poor,
elderly and disabled individuals
in our communities are assisted
with nutritious meals through
The Open Kitchen, ensuring the
less fortunate do not go hungry.
The Prophet (SAW) said, ‘He
is not a believer whose stomach
is filled while his neighbour goes
hungry.’ (Bukhari)
You too can practise the
Sunnah of our Prophet (SAW)
and help feed the poor, vulnerable
and needy in our communities by
supporting The Open Kitchen.
Visit muslimhands.org.za to
donate online or call our office on
021 633 6413 and we will readily
assist. Alternatively, you can visit
our premises at 30 Ernest Road,
Rylands, to help feed the hungry
today!

ER
SPECIAL OFF

PVC BANNERS
& PULL UP
BANNERS
A pull up banner is the perfect high
impact portable branding solution for a
variety of Events or Pop Up Markets.
Tel: 021 697 0388 Cell: 076 391 3781
E-mail: macbatct@gmail.com
Website: www.macbatct.wix.com/macbat
Address: Shop 10 Asar Mini Mall, Belgravia Road Athlone

It’s getting tough out there, but we can help your brand take the
next step. Get started with e-commerce, refresh your Social Media
presence or reach totally new audiences online. From Tweets &
Fleets to Emojis & Stories, we'll help you do the best thing for your
business. Whether Digital Marketing & Social Media excites you or
scares you, we’ve got a solution for you. Call 021 140 1519 or email
sameer@socialnatives.co.za now to make your next move.

Muslim Hands launches The Open Kitchen to feed the poor and vulnerable.
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Muslim Hands staff members pack warm nutritious meals to distribute to the
poor, elderly and disabled.				
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Arts for All
‘Traditional’ meat delights are different to days gone by
Scrambled sheep
brains are not my
cup of tea, writes
DR M C D’ARCY.

MODERN gourmet arty foods
tickle the eyes, traditional foods
delight the heart. Cookery books
of traditional foods often claim
to portray foods of days gone
by but, in reality, most contain
variations of ‘traditional’ foods
amalgamated with ‘modern’ fare.
In ‘traditional home cooking’,
every mother was a unique chef.
Recipes evolve with time and
available ingredients. Olden fats
came from sheep tails, beef ‘suet’
fats and other animal oil products.
Fish oils were our generation’s fats;
then came sunflower oil. Canola (rape
seed) oil is now common. Olive oil
was never used in local cuisine.
In Cape Town and its surrounds,
tasty mutton from adult sheep was
the main meat. It was used by rich and
poor; roasts for the rich and stew for
the poor. The young lamb of today
has comparatively little flavour.
Beef was cheaper, popular for

mince, thin sausage, thick, spicy
sausage (slamse wors), roast, and
pickled (spiced beef); ideal for stews.
Post-World War II were harsh
times. I remember being sent to the
butcher for a half-pound (220 grams)
of fatty beef brisket to make stew for
the whole family of parents and six
children. Very few homes had fridges.
Chicken was for special occasions,
such as Eids. You had to raise chickens
yourself or buy chickens, turkeys or
geese at the Saturday farmer’s fresh
food market, sited where the Good
Hope Centre now stands. Slaughtering
was for the men; defeathering and
disembowelling for the women.
I recall slaughtering a chicken and,
halfway through the process, my son
let go of it. The bird flapped and ran
off. We had difficulty finding the dead
chicken hidden among the garden
shrubs. Most in-store chicken bought
today are injected with saltwater, and
tasteless.
Scrambled sheep brains are not my
cup of tea. My mother loved it braised
or curried. She told us that offal (liver,

heart, kidneys) was fondly savoured
by Prophet Muhammad (SAW).
Roasted sheep head (called
‘smileys’) is rather fatty. Roasted sheep
tongue is tasty. Ox tongue, roasted or
pickled are gourmet delights. Braised
lung is like eating sea sponge. Heart
muscle is rather dense and tough.
In olden times, ox tripe had to
be cleaned of grass residue. Now it
comes bleached white, ready for long
cooking or pressurised to soften the
tough fibres. Traditionally, it was
curried with fresh peas. There is also
a fried version.
One doesn’t always know what
goes into sausage bought at the
butcher. In a London supermarket I
once read the labels on some packaged
sausages. It contained only 20 per cent
meat!
Many years ago, a famous nonMuslim Cape Town butcher was
fined for using zebra and donkey for
genuine beef ‘boerewors’.
During the 1940s, my mother
made her own thick sausage (Slamsewors) using salt-preserved sheep
intestines. The beef mince was mixed
with special spices, which included
hand-pounded coriander-seed and
pepper.
We helped to fill the sausage
casings by hand. We were later
spared that chore by a hand-driven

maalmasjientjie (meat-grinder) and a
sausage attachment.
On some Sunday mornings, we
ate sheep liver fried with a coating
of white flour. It is first thinly sliced
and marinated in vinegar and pepper.
Liver is best eaten with Worcester
sauce or a smidgen of lemon atchar
pickle. Ox liver has a more pungent
flavour.
Sheep kidneys are first soaked in
water to get rid of the urine smell and
flavour then marinated in vinegar;
fried with eggs, it becomes ethereal.
Ox kidneys are often used for steak
and kidney pies.
Sheep and ox trotters were often
the food of the poor. But they were
also feasted on by the general public.
Preparation in olden times was
odious. The trotters had to be cleaned
and shaved of all the hairs then it
had to be cooked for a long period to
soften the flesh and tendons.
It was often served in a tomato
sauce but was also made into curries.
It has a slimy texture and, when eaten
by hand, it makes the fingers stick
together. Some like it, some don’t.
Kifaaiyat kos (Food served after
funerals) were often the cheaper cuts
of meat or trotters. Mutton or lamb
stewed with carrots and peas was
the common kifaaiyat kos. It is now
superseded by lamb curry and rice or

Sea Point

Muna El Kurd Press Conference

its derivatives, such as akhni.
The traditional Cape Town
koesiester
(doughnut
shaped
confection) contained the renderings
(kaaiengs) from the fat-tailed sheep
that once roamed South Africa with
the Khoi indigenes.
These sheep had tails almost
reaching the ground. When the fat
was removed, the muscle-covered
tail-bones were eaten in sugar beans
bredie or a sweet tomato bredie. I still
eat them; they’re super-delicious but,
alas, they are rather small in the new
breeds of lambs.
The koesiester was made from
flour, spices (dried naartjie peel was
an essential ingredient) and yeast,
fried in fish oil. Later variations
contain overpowering aniseed.
The koesiester was then smothered
in a syrup of sugar and fine coconut.
Art feasts on the home-cooked
plate are far more palatable than
anything hanging on an art gallery
wall.

Sheep grazing in Philippi. Most parts
of the sheep are used in traditional
recipes.
Photo M C D’ARCY
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Uncovering the role of Effendi scholars in Cape history
NONTOBEKO AISHA
MKHWANAZI
EVERY family has those
delightful moments when elders
narrate stories about the role
their forebears played in society.
The stories are full of joy and
encouragement, and through
them a lot of lessons are learnt
that shape who we are.
Unfortunately, due to the cruel
system of apartheid, some families
were deprived of knowing the
whereabouts of family members or
where their loved ones are buried.
The Messenger of Allah (SAW)
said, ‘Learn your lineages to solidify
your family ties.’ This shows that
Islam acknowledges the importance
of lineage.
Through the work of historians
like University of Cape Town
lecturer, author and postdoctoral
research fellow in the Re-Centring
AfroAsia project, Dr Halim
Gencoglu, some families get to
know more about their forefathers
and where they are buried.
To celebrate one such landmark
in the history of the Cape
Muslims, the Effendi family and
members of the public gathered
to commemorate the life of public
figure, Ghasanuddin Effendi at the
Tana Baru Cemetery, on September
23.

Born and raised in Turkey, Dr
Gencoglu has been in South Africa
for over ten years teaching and
doing research on the early Turkish
Ottomans in South Africa.
Through his research, he has
discovered numerous Ottoman
Effendi scholars who played crucial
roles in shaping the Muslim identity
in South Africa, especially in Cape
Town.
‘Effendi is a surname which
means educated man. There are
a lot of educated men but there
are a few Effendi educated men
who came to South Africa to teach
Islamic knowledge. They established
schools in Cape Town, Kimberley,
Gqeberha (Port Elizabeth) and even
in Paarl,’ says Dr Gencoglu.
He is also behind the revelation
that the original property of the
Bo-Kaap Museum belonged to the
Ottoman Muslim scholar, Mahmud
Effendi, and not Abu Bakr Effendi,
to whom ownership is ascribed
in the museum’s own history and
other archival material.
His recent research discovered
Ghasanuddin, better known as
‘Carel Pilgrim’, who was the father
of Mahmud Effendi (the principal
of the Nur’ul Burhan ul School, in
Castle Street).
According
to
Gencoglu,
Ghasanuddin, born circa 1785, was
the first Cape-born pilgrim to visit

Makkah, probably between 1834
and 1837.
‘He was a vryezwarten (freed
slave) who had a dual Dutch slave
and Muslim name but kept the
name Carel once he was freed, as
did most vryezwarten, as it made
relations with the colonists easier
for them,’ says Gencoglu.
He claims that Ghasanuddin was
the son of an Ottoman merchant
(Abdullah, known as Johan Gottlieb
Barends) who was captured by
pirates in what is now Maputo,
Mozambique, in 1772, and sold
into slavery. His mother was a
slave known as Pakka van de Kaap.
Like his son, Ghasanuddin played
an enormous role in teaching and
spreading Islam.
Gencoglu strongly believes that
this history should be taught not
only within Muslim communities
but in South Africa as a whole
in recognition of the heritage and
history.
‘This is another Ottoman lineage
who travelled to South Africa more
than 200 years ago and he became
South African. Because of his
religious identity, he was regarded
as either Malay or ‘coloured’
and his lineage was disregarded.
When I showed Nathri Effendi a
photograph of his great-grandfather
whom he did not know, he was
filled with joy,’ says Gencoglu.

During the event he expressed
that he felt blessed to be part of
such a remarkable history.
‘I feel truly inspired and blessed
to see the family filled with joy over
their heritage and lineage because
historians often neglect families
when they write their history books.
They don’t consider what family
members must know.
‘I mean if I write about your
family, I cannot only rely on
documents and books, I must also
be able to interact and share my
findings with the family so they may
also visit their loved ones grave and
make duah, and that’s why today
we are not at a library or university
but we are at the graveyard,’ says
Gencoglu.
The last daughter of the late
Muhammad Dervish Effendi (the
son of Mahmud Effendi), Senna
Effendi, says she was happy about
the event.

Fadli Effendi, the grandson of
Dervish Effendi, noted, ‘We are
grateful to Gencoglu for his work
because for us it is important for
our children to say that yes we
are Africans but we also need to
acknowledge our mixed heritage
with the Turkish lineage.’
Tasneem Chilwan, the founder
of Soni Arts Studios, who attended
the gathering also says she feels
proud to have attended the dhikr
event. ‘It’s nice to know part of
where you come from because it
adds value to who you are as a
person.
‘It does not make you like those
who came before you but it creates
a sense of selflessness because it’s
about celebrating our forefathers’
contribution to society. Like today,
in years to come, somebody is
going to say we met here at the
graveside and we were part of the
making of history,’ says Chilwan.

The Effendi family and members of the public at the graveside of Ghasanuddin
Effendi and his wife, Maryam Effendi. Photo NONTOBEKO AISHA MKHWANAZI
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The Open Kitchen provides warm meals to the homeless,
elderly, and disabled who are unable to afford food for
themselves. By supporting The Open Kitchen, you can
help provide warm meals to the vulnerable and poor.
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Provide a warm meal
DONATE NOW: muslimhands.org.za | 021 633 6413

30 Ernest Road, Rylands, 7764, Cape Town
mail@muslimhands.org.za

Bank: Standard Bank, Current Account, Account Name: Muslim Hands,
Account Number: 071 621 881, Branch code: 031110

